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Strip
Tyson .Studio Lighting

Taking inspiration from the idea of a paired down fluorescent
tube lamp holder, Strip is a modern reinterpretation of a
traditional strip light, using the latest LED technology and a
refined graphic aesthetic, with an emphasis on the beauty of
the material and the skill of the maker.
Tyson Studio is a decorative lighting brand from Tyson
Lighting. Born out of its passion for quality, well designed light
fittings, Tyson draws upon its 60-year experience making
lighting for projects to inject the same care and attention to a
stand-alone range of fittings.
The design for Strip was a collaboration between Tyson
Studio and D_E_D – twin Sheffield designers Nik and Jon
Daughtry, inspired by their father’s profession as an electrician
and the childhood memory of him pouring over drawings,
working late by fluorescent lighting. That endearing memory
and bond with light tubes was the drive to recreate something,
combining this with their skills as graphic designers.
The product first went into development in late 2017, with
a completion date of mid-2018, in line with final filming on
location for the TV show Grand Designs. Since then, Tyson
Studio has been refining the manufacturing process and
introducing product lines. As a result of this, the end of 2020
will see the introduction of the table and floor versions of
Strip – adding to the existing line up of two pendant versions
(vertical and horizontal), and a flush wall or ceiling option.

Although the Strip appears simple, the handmade nature of all
Tyson Studio products means that there is no room for error,
and nowhere to hide a fault or blemish. “The beauty of the
product comes from its clean lines and finished detail, there is
no unnecessary wastage of overdesigned appendages. This
puts material and design clarity to the forefront,” Tom Crookes
of Tyson Studio tells darc.
Available in satin brass or blackened steel as standard –
although this can be adapted to suit on a project thanks to
Tyson’s in-house manufacturing and finishing capabilities
– Strip utilises S14 LED lamps, which are mains-dimmable,
meaning there is no need to hide drivers.
The product has so far been used on commercial projects for
bars, hotels, restaurants and offices, but also extensively in
residential projects. The nature of Strip being modular also
lends it to bespoke creations, such as products created for
Bang and Olufsen Wilmslow and Peru Perdu Manchester this
year.
“Handmade by our skilled craftspeople using proper, oily
machines with materials sourced locally, our product is
sustainable and intended to last. We want our products to be
passed down to the next generation,” Crookes concludes.
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